
 

Minutes General Members’ Assembly 14-04-2022 
 
 
 
Present: Anouk Toma, Raisa Rambaran, Esmée Jansen, Marin Kellaert, Kristina Losensky, Anne van 
Poppel, Gwendolyn Hermans, Tim Bakker, Tjerk Adema, Jaldert-Jetse Deelstra, Roos van den Broek, 
Mémé Stadter, Olaf Nelissen, Iza van Blokland, Jekke Metzlar, Dirk Couwenberg, Nine van der Ven, 
Megtelt Palm, Renee Henissen, Sanne Leferink, Judith Oomen, Anna S.,  Liese van Eldrik, David 
Tielemans, Jana L. Britt A., Sanne Faassen, Neele Ulken,  
 
1. Authorizations: 

- Janne Bos authorizes Tjerk Adema 
- Seray van Montfort authorizes Jekke Metzlar 
- Anne Götz authorizes Esmée Jansen 
- Nina Jager authorizes Marin Kellaert 
- Iza van Blokland authorizes Gwendolyn Hermans 
- Leonie Blonk authorizes Anne van Poppel  
- Dirk couwenberg authorizes Kristina Losensky 
 

GMA was opened by technical char Gwendolyn Hermans at 19.11 
 
2. Minutes of last meeting 
Minutes of last meeting have been approved without remarks      
   
3. Important remarks/received mail 
Action points from last GMA:  
EB: 1. The question was asked whether the GMA’s could be livestreamed, however the choice 
 was made not to do this because the physical meetings are promotion for the Waagh so 
 although it is possible, we will not always do a GMA via Zoom. 
 
EB: 2. there was an update about the Birthday email. We tried another mailingservice: megalight, 
 it is similar but something went wrong, did not understand the program so it didn’t work. 
 Then we tried using the membership page but that also didn’t work. Tried changing birthday 
 formats even, tried changing interpunction. 
GMA:  keep trying or giving up?  
EB: for this year, we’re giving up. 
GMA:  perhaps write a recommendation to 15th board? 
EB:  we will, but we don’t have a recommendation yet so far. 
 
EB:  last actionpoint (3) was about the privacy  because we stated in our last policy that we would 

change to edugroepen but the university stopped switching to edugroepen so we also won’t 
switch anymore and they asked all association to move to Microsoft 365. We would create a 
sort of (Microsoft) Teams atmosphere in which documents can be shared basically the same 
as now but safer.  
A problem would be during the changing of boards. New board members would need their 
own accounts linked. Perhaps having a general board account is a solution. 

         
4. Establish agenda           
GMA:  would appreciate if the question from Rob Holland would be moved up 
EB:  will place it on point 6 and further follow the regular agenda. 
 
 



 

5. Financial Audit Report           
During this point, the first report of the Financial Audit Committee (FAC) will be discussed . 
Financial audit committeeabout the first half of the year: everything was good and there was not 
much to discuss. The only thing that needed attention was that 2 receipts are missing from the 
groceries during the active members weekend and the receipt of iceskating.  
 
GMA:  A remark, it is mentioned that you can ask questions about the report during the GMA on the 
  6th of February, which should the the 14th of April 
 
GMA:  What is in the cashbooks? Did you use any money in the cashbooks? 
EB: no money used in the cashbooks, everything still the same. 
 
GMA:  is there a new plan for the contribution already because last board needed a lot of time for 
 it? 
EB:  Raisa and Kristina are making a planning already  
 
6. Rob Holland discussion: 
Discussion about the collaboration with Athena. The psychology institute reached out to the board 
regarding the collaboration since it thinks that Athena responds to and takes advantage of the 
insecurity of students by selling them summaries. SPiN would indirectly portray that the education 
provided within the psychology programme is not sufficient.  
 
GMA:  A general remark: It’s been a tricky issue with SPiN (and other associations)  and the relation 

with the education. SPiN is both a separate association as dependent on university. However, 
SPIN is not extension of the study programme. Before discussing this matter, I think it should 
be addressed that this is not normal of an education instance such as the university to ask 
this of a study association. Of course, we under understand the question but the question is 
out of place. Should not fall into the trap as if it is ‘normal’ for them to ask it and give them 
ground in a sense that we accept that this is something they can ask of us.  
A personal remark is that I feel like the educational institute is taking a problem (students 
buying summaries) and instead of taking it upon themselves to talk with Athena or change 
their methods, they approach SPIN while were only intermediary. We’re not responsible for 
students buying and not responsible for the students passing or failing.  

 
GMA:  Is there a financial counteract if we decide to quit the collaboration? Because we get a lot of 
 money of Athena.   
EB:  They would give all the money we would usually get from Athena 
GMA:  For all the years to come as well? 
EB:  No clear answer. 
 
GMA:  I think it’s really weird to receive money to not give a service anymore. The entire thing is 

about offering services and now we would get money for not offering a service. They might 
be entirely missing the point of it.  

GMA: We don’t use money from Athena to make it cheaper but use it for other services. 
GMA:  did they give you a hint on their standpoint if you continue the collaboration with Athena? 

Are they gonna make it more difficult for you or did they not say anything about that?  
EB:  they didn’t say anything about that. 
 
EB:  It’s not the summaries that’s the problem but Athena taking advantage of insecure students. 

The problem is more with Athena in general than the summaries. Uni could make summaries 
as well. 



 

GMA:  If the uni wants to make their own summaries, then doesn’t the university take advantage of 
 the ‘insecure’ students? 
GMA:  we had the same discussion a few years back but the problem then, they said, was that the 

current Athena summaries are not “accurate” enough, but that seems like just another 
excuse. 

 
GMA:  I get the feeling that they push their own problems with Athena into your lap.  
GMA:  Students who don’t even know they can buy the summaries at SPiN will just buy them at the 

website of Athena. By taking SPiN out of this equation, you still wouldn’t “solve” anything. It 
just doesn’t make sense.  

EB:  During the discussions we’ve already said all those points and stated we don’t want to stop 
for now. University does not know how Athena works but they feel like they’re not good-
minded. Books are also expensive and the summaries are used as a cheaper substitute. 

 
GMA:  Do you know if the education board talked with other boards? It’s not only psychology where 

this collaboration with Athena is a thing 
EB: as far as we know they did not.  
 
GMA:  this isn’t really your problem. Did you tell them they place the problems in your lap? How 

strict did you react against them? 
EB: we reacted by saying they they’re telling us not to not to sell summaries although they have 

not searched for other ways to cater to the students.  
 
 
GMA:  I think we’re having 2 different conversations: 1: it’s not good how uni is handling this to us. 

2: what’s the addition of this collaboration to us? You will need an answer for this in the next 
meeting. 

EB:  The main problem is that a separate company is making money of their students. They think 
that by us having this partnership we insinuate that, indeed, the lessons are not enough to 
pass the exam while their point is that the lessons are. We don’t know how they got to this 
conclusion.  

 
GMA:  Good things we get out of this partnership is utility: money would either go to Athena, now 

to SPiN, we use that money for lectures for the students.  And it is simply more convenience 
for the students themselves since they are cheaper in the SPiN room.  

GMA: The money argument is not a good argument. -> we could also get that money from 
  university 
GMA:  The main utility is the discount for the students, not the money that we receive. 

 
GMA:  are we sure that the university will pay this for the years to come? Do we sign a contract with 

them for the future? If there would be a new director who sees that the university pays us 
money to not do something, how big is the chance that they will keep paying us? 

EB:  We would go for a contract for multiple years with the university but there were some 
problems. First, the money wasn’t enough. Then suddenly it would be enough but paid 
through a different program but so far they haven’t shown any promises. 

 
 
GMA: We might want to hint that it could become a massive problem for universities. Other 

associations (who currently do not sell summaries) might see this example, start selling 
summaries just to stop again and receive money from the university. 

GMA:  The SPiN-discount saves students money, which they can use to buy more books, which is in 
turn good for the university. 



 

 
GMA:  what is your opinion (directed to the board)  
EB:  We have not come to a conclusion yet but after the meeting we were a bit baffled because 

we don’t have any problems with Athena, nor do we want to stop the collaboration and this 
would only start more complications 

 
GMA:  if you check all summaries for grammar, content etc. as Athena does now, it would simply 

take too much time and the quality will be less. It’s either Athena or Stuvia. 
Olaf:  At postelein we sold our own summaries. These summaries were handmade by our own 

students but were qualitywise much worse. We are happy with our collaboration with 
Athena and have no problems. 

EB:  The university is planning to make their own summaries (not only let students do it). 
Furthermore, less and less people actively showing up at the lectures and workgroups at 
campus. Perhaps the university see a solution in stopping the sale of the Athena summaries 
as it would encourage students to show up more.  

 
GMA: You shouldn’t be the ones defending Athena but you can remind them why you work with 

Athena and tell them that you’d much rather support the current collaboration 
GMA:  tell them they should work on this problem on a more faculty/university-wise way instead of 

directing the focus at the study associations. You can say that you are really open to 
brainstorming to a solution with them, but you shouldn’t be the ones to “solve” it. A lot of 
solidarity has already been shown by making this an agenda point during a GMA. 

EB:  We get the idea that they do not know how the Athena-system works. We are open to 
explaining it to them we already stated that we are not going to answer to their question 
within 2 weeks, or even a year. We are still open for the discussion but only from an 
explanatory point of view.  

 
GMA:  Great job guys 
 
 

7. Deviation Budget Lustrum Committee       
The board presents their plan to deviate from the Lustrum budget. 
 
EB:  At the beginning we made a budget with 0 euros spending on lustrum for this year, but it  

would be nice to have a promotion video which we want to present at the beginning of the 
next year. For this, we need access to 500 euros, of the budget of next year. 

GMA:  So not 500 extra but the 500 extra for now? And why 500? 
EB:  That’s how much it costs to make the video.  
 
GMA:  The lustrum committee looked at prices and unless you’re doing a really amateuristic video, 

this would actually be cheaper. The idea came from the committee and would not only be 
the video but also promotions of every lustrum activity 

 
GMA: the budget was made with a plan in mind, is the remaining budget still enough for next year? 
EB: we have not made a strict plan for next year’s lustrum but next year’s board will also add more 
money to the budget. The 7500 is what we had budgeted to save this year for spending next year. 
 
GMA:  Do we know how much money will be added to the budget next year? 
EB:  not really no 
GMA:  You’re taking the money that everybody put in the last 5 years but perhaps advice for the 

next board  
 



 

Vote: 
28 in favor 
0 against 
0 blank 
6 abstain 
 

 

Break meeting GMA: 20.03 – 20.15 
 Roos vd. Broek leaves  
 
GMA opened again 20.16 
  
Candidacy Selection Committee 2021-2022                    
During this point, the new members of the selection committee will be introduced. They will tell who 
they are, what their relationship with SPiN is and why they are a great fit in this committee. The GMA 
can then ask every member questions if they want to. 
 
Leonie Blonk: No questions 
 
Nina Pijpers: No questions  
 
Olaf Nelissen:  
GMA:  since you’re dating mémé, how are you planning on keeping all conversations secret and not 

share it with her?  
Olaf: already made agreements in earlier selection acommittee about secrets and conversations so 

super experienced obviously 
GMA:  We already know you from your position with Postelein and because of that position you 
already have a lot of experience with SPiN. What would you take with you from the experiences with 
SPiN and how would you implement this in selection committee? 
Olaf : I know how flexible you need to be for SPIN and will use that information in their sessions 
and find their identity (need  a strong identity) 
 
Anne van Poppel:  
GMA:  There are quite some people interested in a board year. Are you able to spend all the time 

required for this selection? Skip trainings, invest extra leisure time etc.  
Anne:  We’ve already set dates on which I’m available and we have a planning for all the interviews. 

I am ready to make spare time for this selection. 
 
Anouk Toma: No questions 
 
Next, the selection committee needs to be voted in. Because we are voting on individual people, the 
voting will be held anonymously on paper.  
 
Sidenote: 
Voting went wrong twice in a row due to a voting paper not being filled in completely. As a result, the 
decision was made to mark this vote as invalid and not use it when counting.  
 

x In favor Against Abstain Blanc 

Leonie Blonk 23 0 8 0 

Nina Pijpers 24 0 7 0 

Olaf Nelissen 24 0 7 0 



 

Anne van Poppel 25 0 6 0 

Anouk Toma 24 0 7 0 

 
 
Iza leaves at 20.54  
Olaf leaves at 20.58 
 
Advice Piece Book Task Force                     
In this part, the book task force has compared different book suppliers (Studystore, Intertaal, Dekker 
van de Vegt & Boekhandel Roelants) on several topics : the contact, sponsorship, discount, delivery, 
possibility of E-books, physical bookstore, webshop, and other aspects. The Book Task Force has 
decided to keep collaborating with the current partner: Studystore.  
 
GMA:  Is it still possible for common members (non-active) to buy the books ? 
EB:  Yes. Of course, it depends if the board is in line with the advice with the task force, but for 

now it will stay like this 
 
Biannual Evaluation Committees  
During February and March there were evaluations with the committees, discussing how it is like 
being a committee member in general and how it was going so far. In addition to that, the committee 
was asked about their experiences with the activities they organized. Also the specific functions within 
the committee were evaluated. The most important findings were reported. 
 
GMA:  The Vice chairs have less workload than expected, are there currently any plans to change 

this? 
EB:  No, for now we have not planned any changes. Perhaps there workload is less than expected 

but it is still a necessary role as it is now 
 
GMA:  promotion officer used to promote on their own faEBooks(/social media) Since this was the 

idea of the promotion officers. Wouldn’t it be better if all committee members would 
promote but promotion officer would make the schedule? 

EB:   We’ll be looking into this 
 
GMA:  I’ve got a question about 1.4, especially the SPIN common room: 

Reasons for people not showing up there but you guys already stated that you tried all kinds 
of ideas to promote the SPiN-room. Do you have any new plans to promote it to make the 
turnout bigger so that people know what it is, where it is etc.  

EB:  We said to most committees during the biannual meetings to come around more often and 
already promoted it, furthermore there is a lot of promotion about the room on the screens 
in maria Montessori. There is also an idea of a 3d visual of the room, and trying new things in 
the magazine. 

GMA:  you could try lecture talks with this, various other things that are possible, perhaps make an 
action point about coming up with new ideas? 

EB:  We want to discuss this topic at the heidag 
GMA:  Good idea but could you, besides the heidag, make it a point to come up with new ideas 

because it is in my opinion one of the most important points.  
EB:  We already have the heidag but we will take the action points from the heidag into this idea 

to the next GMA 
GMA:  Do you want more input of the people already present here? 
EB:  We can leave it to the heidag for now. 
 



 

GMA:  Is the board aware that biannual evaluation used to have a questionnaire with the statistics? 
I think we forgot it in the previous year, but there was an evaluation for all SPiN-members 
and not only the active members. We could ask how aware they are of us and it can give 
quite a nice overview 

EB:  we thought that this questionnaire was that questionnaire so we misunderstood. 
 is this ‘Regular questionnaire’ annual or biannual? 
GMA:  you could do both but mostly once halfway through the year. Usually the idea is to have it 

presented with the biannual evaluations during the GMA.  
Although it is not mandatory, perhaps advice it to the next board because the results can give 
quite some good advice. Perhaps we can even do it before the next GMA.  

GMA:  It is quite some work though, also to process all date. But we could make a workgroup for it. 
Perhaps make it an action point.  

EB: What we used now was something we found in the onedrive so we thought that was the 
biannual evaluations that were meant. Did you ask these questions as well in previous board 
years? 

GMA:  Yes. The evaluations you did with your committees is good and normal but I’ve never seen it 
reported and presented like this, although I really like it. Usually it is the other questionnaire.  

- Action point for the next GMA for the biannual evaluations.  
GMA: You could contact Kirsten because she did a lot with these evaluations. Extra remark: it is not 

your fault that it went like this, there were a lot of miscommunications. 
 
AOB (Any Other Business)                                    
No other business 
 
Determination of the date of the next GMA 
Heiday – 9th of May, brainstorm about topics on SPIN (SPiNroom for example) -> ALSO LOT OF FUN 
 
Next gma 14th of June 

- candidate board proposed 
 
Concluding poll   
 
 
Adjournment          
Meeting is closed at: 21.21 

 

Summary action point 

- have an update for the ‘regular’ biannual questionnaire (not only committee evaluations) 


